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Abstract—A variable frequency transformer (VFT) is being con-6

sidered as a new alternative to the classical back-to-back high volt-7

age direct current (HVDC) system for interconnection of two asyn-8

chronous networks. The VFT is a retrospective form of frequency9

converter using the wound rotor induction machine (WRIM),10

which converts the constant frequency input into a variable fre-11

quency output. The prime objective of VFT is to achieve controlled12

bidirectional power transfer between the two asynchronous net-13

works. This paper presents a detailed working principle of VFT14

technology and proposes a new hierarchical control strategy for es-15

tablishing the VFT connection with two power systems to achieve16

bidirectional power transfer between them. Also, to restrict the grid17

fault propagation from one side of the VFT to the other side, a series18

dynamic braking resistor based fault ride-through (FRT) scheme19

is proposed. The performance of the VFT during synchroniza-20

tion process, steady-state, dynamic, and the grid fault conditions is21

evaluated using the real-time hardware in-loop (HIL) system. The22

plant is simulated in real time using OPAL-RT real-time simulator
Q1

23

while the control algorithm is implemented in digital signal pro-24

cessor to carry out HIL study. All the important results supporting25

the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy and FRT scheme26

are discussed.27

Index Terms—Fault propagation, hierarchical control, power28

flow control, rotating transformer, series dynamic breaking resis-29

tor (SDBR), variable frequency transformer (VFT).30

I. INTRODUCTION31

I
N GENERAL, the interconnection of two different power32

networks with controlled power transfer capability can be33

achieved by a synchronous tie using a phase-shifting trans-34

former or by an asynchronous tie using classical back-to-back35

high voltage direct current (HVDC) link. In the modern power36

systems, establishing a synchronous tie between two power net-37

works would be a challenging task especially when one or both38

the networks experience a slight variation in their frequencies39

[1]. Moreover, the use of phase-shifting transformers in syn-40

chronous ties suffers from the drawbacks such as slow and41
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step-wise controls [2]. This further causes wear and tear of 42

tap changer contacts. Although, the use of power electronic 43

controlled phase-shifting transformer can eliminate these draw- 44

backs, they introduce additional problems such as harmonics, 45

resonance, vulnerability to voltage surges, and reduced over- 46

loading capability due to their low thermal time constant [2], 47

[3]. On the other hand, a back-to-back HVDC link can be 48

established between any two power networks to achieve the 49

controlled power flow between them. A line commutated con- 50

verter (LCC)-based HVDC link suffers with the bottlenecks 51

such as large reactive power requirements, lower thermal time 52

constant, and lack of inertia for natural damping. Whereas, the 53

voltage source converter (VSC)-based HVDC link can con- 54

trol the reactive power unlike LCC-based HVDC link. But, 55

the inertia contribution and frequency response are still the 56

challenges for HVDC technologies. Alternatively, the use of 57

variable frequency transformer (VFT) for asynchronous in- 58

terconnection can improve the system inertia and frequency 59

control. 60

The VFT was first developed by General Electric Company 61

in 2004 to achieve the interconnection of two different power 62

networks [2]. A VFT is a controllable bidirectional power trans- 63

fer device between the two asynchronous power networks that 64

consists of wound rotor induction machine (WRIM) and a dc 65

motor drive [2]. The presence of rotating mass (of both WRIM 66

and dc motor) adds inertia to the power systems and thereby im- 67

proves the stability during system disturbances. The VFT offers 68

significant benefits over the widely installed LCC–HVDC link 69

[4]–[6], mainly, lower reactive power requirements, harmonic- 70

free power transfer, and higher system stability. 71

Basic concept and design aspects of 100 MW VFT is pre- 72

sented in [2]. The performance of VFT during steady-state, 73

dynamic, and transient conditions is evaluated using simulation 74

studies in [7]–[12]. In [13], the offshore wind park is connected 75

to the grid through VFT to reduce the power fluctuations us- 76

ing the PID damping torque controller of the dc motor drive. 77

Moreover, the use of brushless doubly fed induction machine 78

(BDFIM) with squirrel cage rotor as alternative VFT configu- 79

ration is reported in [6]. In which, the dual stator winding with 80

different pole numbers with a ratio of 1:3 is used to avoid space 81

harmonics concerns. The operating performance and mainte- 82

nance of VFT is discussed in [15] and [16]. 83

The steady-state analysis of the VFT is well established in the 84

literature [2]–[12], but the problem of fault propagation and the 85

fault ride-through (FRT) enhancement is not addressed so far. As 86

0885-8969 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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Fig. 1. VFT system configuration.

the fault propagation is a critical issue that affects power system87

reliability and security, the FRT protection schemes should be88

deployed in the VFT. In addition to that, the detailed control89

strategy for VFT is not presented in the literature.90

This paper presents a detailed hierarchical control strategy91

for the VFT to achieve the following functions: establish a con-92

nection between two power systems, power transfer control,93

and FRT operation. Furthermore, a new topology of VFT com-94

prising a series dynamic braking resistor (SDBR) is proposed95

to enhance the FRT capability. A number of states are defined96

for VFT operation to effectively connect it, operate it in steady97

state, and protect it during the grid faults. The proposed control98

strategy and VFT configuration are validated using real-time99

hardware in-loop (HIL) simulation. The plant is simulated in100

real time using OPAL-RT real-time simulator while the control101

algorithm is implemented in dSPACE-1103 to carry out HIL102

study.103

II. VARIABLE FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER104

Fig. 1 shows the VFT system configuration that consists of105

a WRIM mechanically coupled with a dc motor drive. The106

three-phase stator and rotor windings of WRIM are connected107

to two asynchronous power networks namely power network-I108

(PN-I) and power network-II (PN-II) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The109

frequencies and/or phase angles of both PN-I (fs and θs) and110

PN-II (fm and θm ) could be different in actual application.111

To connect the stationary VFT to the PN-I and PN-II simul-112

taneously, the frequencies (fs and fm ) and phase angles (θs and113

θm ) should be identical. It is difficult to achieve this condition in114

practical system. Therefore, the following approach is deployed115

with the VFT to make this asynchronous interconnection.116

1) Connect the PN-I directly to the stator side of the VFT117

(by closing CB1) while keeping the rotor stationary and118

circuit breaker CB2 open.119

2) Measure the frequency fr and phase angle θr of the volt-120

age induced in the rotor windings (vr,abc) at the termi-121

nals of CB2 (when the rotor is stationary, fr = fs and122

θr = θs).123

3) Measure the frequency fm and phase angle θm of PN-II124

voltage (vm,abc) available on the other side of CB2.125

4) Control the rotor speed to change fr by using the dc motor126

drive to achieve fr = fm .127

5) Adjust the rotor position (θr ) using the dc motor drive to128

make θr = θm .129

Fig. 2. Stator and rotor fluxes and voltages in VFT.

6) The synchronization between voltages vr,abc and vm,abc is 130

achieved by steps 4 and 5, then the CB2 can be closed 131

to establish the interconnection between both networks 132

through VFT. 133

Here onwards, the points 4 and 5 are referred as frequency 134

matching and phase angle matching, respectively. A control 135

algorithm required to control the dc motor drive in VFT is 136

developed in Section V. 137

III. VFT CONCEPT AND POWER FLOW 138

Based on the existing literature, the working principle and 139

the active and reactive power flow through the VFT have not 140

been discussed in detail. In addition to that, FRT operation and 141

protection strategy have not been addressed. Hence, the detailed 142

VFT model is developed to study all the operational aspects for 143

steady-state, dynamic, and transient conditions. 144

A. Active Power Transfer and Control 145

The synchronization procedure described in the previous sec- 146

tion is used to connect both power networks in Fig. 1. Conse- 147

quently, both the stator and rotor fluxes will be in synchronism 148

irrespective of the rotor speed with a specific phase angle dif- 149

ference represented as load angle (δ). The controllability of this 150

load angle δ and its effect on active power transfer between both 151

networks is analyzed in this subsection. 152

The stator and rotor voltage vectors and the respective flux 153

vectors referred to stator are shown in Fig. 2. The instantaneous 154

stator flux (ψs), air-gap flux (ψm ) and rotor flux (ψr) vectors 155

in the stationary reference frame can be expressed as 156

ψs = Ls is + Lm

(

ire
jε

)

(1)

ψm = Lm

(

is +
(

ire
jε

))

(2)

ψr = Lr ir + Lm

(

ise
−jε

)

(3)

where Ls , Lr , and Lm represent the equivalent stator, rotor, 157

and mutual inductances referred to stator side; is and ir are the 158

stator and rotor currents, respectively. ε is the angular displace- 159

ment between the stator and rotor fluxes and ωr is the angular 160

(mechanical) speed of the rotor. 161

From Fig. 2 and (1)–(3), the expression for the electromag- 162

netic torque (Te ) can be obtained as [14] 163

Te =
2

3

p

2

Lm

LsLr
Im [ψsψ

∗
r ] =

2

3

p

2

Lm

LsLr
|ψs | |ψ

∗
r | sin δ. (4)
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The aforementioned relationship shows that the electromag-164

netic torque developed is a cross product of stator and rotor165

fluxes, i.e., the product of magnitudes of ψs , ψr , and the sine166

of the angle δ between both the fluxes. On the other hand, gen-167

eral expression for the developed electromagnetic torque in any168

reference frame (d–q or ∝–β) can be written as169

Te = kψm iq (5)

where k is the torque constant, and iq is component of current170

vector in quadrature with ψm . Here, the quadrature component171

of current refers to stator/rotor current as the angle between ψm172

and ψs or ψm and ψr is very small.173

From the basic integral relation between the flux and volt-174

age, a current that is in quadrature with the flux is in-phase or175

out-of-phase with the voltage and hence responsible for active176

power flow. In general, the VFT is connected between the two177

power systems whose voltages are fairly constant and hence the178

magnitudes of ψs , ψr , and ψm can be treated as constants.179

Therefore, from (4) and (5) it can be deduced that the torque180

developed/imposed on the rotor is proportional to ′Sin δ′ and ac-181

tive component of stator/rotor current. If the displacement angle182

ε in Fig. 2 is changed by applying external torque through the183

dc motor drive, the angle δ and hence electromagnetic torque184

developed in the WRIM will change according to (4). Conse-185

quently, it changes the active current (iq ) as per (5). It can be186

observed that the active current variation is in proportion to δ187

(as the δ is very small, Sin δ ≈ δ), which is analogous to a series188

inductor behavior. The generalized active power flow through189

the series inductor is expressed by190

P =
VsVr

Xs
sin δ. (6)

Therefore, for the case of VFT, considering a stator to rotor191

turns ratio of 1:1, and neglecting the losses in the system, the192

active power transfer (PVFT ) in terms of the stator and rotor193

voltages, from Fig. 2, can be written as194

PVFT =
VsVr

Xs
sin (θs − (θr + ε)) (7)

where Vs and θs are the rms stator voltage and its phase angle,195

respectively; Vr and θr are the rms rotor voltage and its phase196

angle, respectively; and Xs is the series equivalent inductive197

reactance offered by the VFT. The term ε in (7) is the time198

integral of ωr to be controlled by the dc motor drive.199

By neglecting the leakage reactance and magnetizing current200

(i.e., power factors close to unity) of the VFT [2], the mechanical201

power handled by the dc motor drive can be expressed as202

Pdc = Ps − Pr = VsIs − VrIr (8)

where Is and Ir are the rms values of the active component of sta-203

tor and rotor currents, respectively. Considering volt/hertz/turn204

and MMF balance between the stator and rotor windings of the205

VFT, the above expression can be rewritten as [2]206

Pdc = VsIs −

(

Vs

Nsfs
Nrfr

)(

IsNs

Nr

)

= VsIs

(

1 −
fr

fs

)

(9)

Fig. 3. Reactive power flow concept in the VFT. (a) νs > νr (b) νs < νr

where Ns and Nr are the number of turns in the stator and 207

rotor windings of VFT, respectively. From (9), it is clear that the 208

power absorbed by the dc motor drive is a function of frequency 209

difference between both the power networks and the power 210

being transferred through the VFT. Also, from (9), the torque 211

expression for the dc motor can be written as 212

Tdc =
Pdc

ωr
=

VS IS

(

1 − fr

fs

)

2π
120 (fs − fr ) /p

60

=
p

2

VS IS

2πfs
(10)

where p is number of poles in the WRIM. From (10), it can 213

be noticed that the torque developed by the dc motor drive is 214

independent of speed of rotation. Assuming the constant stator 215

voltage in (10), it can be noticed that by changing the torque 216

applied through dc motor drive, the stator active current (IS ) 217

can be changed. This proves the correlation between torque 218

applied by dc motor drive and active current transferred through 219

VFT according to (5). A simple armature voltage controlled 220

four quadrant dc drive can be employed to regulate the torque 221

produced by the dc motor and thereby active power transfer. 222

B. Reactive Power Transfer 223

Stator and rotor reactive currents (isd and ird ) of VFT may 224

consists of two components: 1) the magnetizing current required 225

for VFT operation (im ); and 2) the reactive current transferred 226

between the two networks. The amount of reactive current sup- 227

plied/absorbed by each network is dependent on the voltage 228

magnitudes at the stator (PCC-I) and rotor (PCC-II) terminals. 229

Regardless of slight difference in grid voltages on both sides, 230

the VFT maintains the volt/hertz/turn balance between induced 231

stator (v′
s) and rotor (v′

r ) voltages by circulating the appropriate 232

amount of reactive current between both the networks. 233

Two different cases are demonstrated to show the reactive 234

power flow dependency on the voltage magnitudes on both sides 235

of VFT as illustrated in Fig. 3. The stator and rotor resistances 236

are neglected and it is assumed that the active current transferred 237

between the stator and rotor is constant (isq = −irq) through- 238

out the operation. Fig. 3(a) represents the case where the stator 239

voltage is slightly higher than the rotor voltage referred to stator 240

side ( i.e., vs > vr ). Assuming the induced stator voltage (v′
s) 241
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is constant, any increase in vs causes increase in is according242

to vs = v′
s + isxs . For the fixed active power transfer, active243

current (isq ) is constant and hence reactive current (isd ) has to244

increase in order to accommodate the change in is . In Fig. 3(a),245

the stator voltage magnitude is considered such that whole mag-246

netizing current (im ) required for VFT operation comes from the247

stator (i.e., im = isd and ird = 0). Thus, further increase in the248

stator voltage magnitude leads to isd higher than im , that makes249

ird = −(isd − im ) which is the net reactive current transferred250

from PN-I to PN-II through VFT. Accordingly, any reduction251

in stator voltage magnitude drives the stator and rotor sides to252

supply the required magnetizing current im for VFT operation.253

The vector diagram corresponding to the case where full mag-254

netizing current is drawn from the rotor side due to higher rotor255

voltage is shown in Fig. 3(b). Similar to the aforementioned256

case, any further increase in the rotor voltage in Fig. 3(b) leads257

to reactive power flow from PN-II to PN-I.258

It is obvious that the reactive power flow into/through VFT259

is uncontrolled and is mostly dependent on the terminal volt-260

age magnitudes of vs and vr . The VFT requires a fixed amount261

of reactive power to meet the constant magnetization demand262

regardless of the amount and/or direction of active power trans-263

fer. The stator and rotor currents through VFT can be obtained264

from the steady-state equivalent circuit for particular voltage265

conditions and reactive powers can be computed as266

Qs = |νs | |isd | = Im [νsi
∗
s ] (11)

Qr = |νr | |ird | = Im [νr i
∗
r ] . (12)

For the power flow directions shown in Fig. 1, the reactive267

power absorbed by VFT (Qm ) at any operating condition is the268

difference between stator and rotor reactive powers, i.e.,269

Qm = Qs − Qr . (13)

IV. SDBR PROTECTION SCHEME FOR VFT270

As discussed in the previous section, during the steady-state271

operation, VFT is analogous to a series inductor. Therefore, dur-272

ing a voltage dip resulted from the grid fault in one of the power273

networks, the other network is forced to supply a large fault cur-274

rents. This indicates the propagation of a fault from the faulted275

network to the healthy power network through VFT. This fault276

propagation phenomenon associated with VFT has not been dis-277

cussed in the literature. To demonstrate the problems associated278

with the fault propagation, a fault condition is considered at279

PN-II as shown in Fig. 1. This grid fault (or voltage dip) has the280

following consequences unless appropriate protective measures281

are taken:282

1) large fault currents from the stator side;283

2) temporary disconnection of VFT due to CB1 opening;284

3) oscillations/instability in PN-I due to system dynamics;285

4) slow post fault recovery due to VFT disconnection;286

5) possible requirement of VFT resynchronization;287

6) damage to VFT windings in the event of protection failure.288

This paper introduces an appropriate FRT scheme within the289

VFT system using SDBR to overcome the issue of fault prop-290

agation as shown in Fig. 4. The SDBR protection scheme is291

Fig. 4. Single line diagram of SDBR protection scheme for VFT.

identified as simple and economic solution for enhancing the 292

FRT capability and transient performance of VFT in response 293

to symmetrical and asymmetrical grid faults. It can be noted 294

that, four different combinations of power flow direction (PN-I 295

to PN-II or PN-II to PN-I) and the grid fault (in PN-I or PN-II) 296

are possible in the VFT. The SDBR scheme that can prevent 297

the fault propagation in all four possible cases can be designed 298

using a simple approach by considering a power flow from PN-I 299

to PN-II and the grid fault in PN-II as described in the following. 300

A. Series Resistance Selection 301

According to the design criteria, the SDBR should limit the 302

fault current by acting as a voltage booster against the voltage 303

in PN-II at the rotor terminals and protect the healthy network 304

(PN-I) connected to the stator terminal. To be able to work with 305

various levels of grid faults (based on magnitudes of voltage 306

dip), the SDBR should have different combination of resistors. 307

The SDBR with n resistors can realize (2n − 1) combinations 308

of resistances. The maximum and minimum possible resistance 309

values of SDBR should be selected based on the following two 310

scenarios. 311

1) Voltage Dip Operation: During the most severe grid fault, 312

the voltage appears on the rotor terminals should be higher than 313

the minimum allowable rotor voltage (Vr min ). The maximum 314

value of series resistance (RSDBR max = R1 + R2 + . . . + Rn ) 315

required to achieve this during the worst case voltage dip can be 316

calculated using the following: 317

Vfault min +
Prated

3Vr min
RSDBR max ≥ kVr min (14)

where Vfault min is the lowest possible grid voltage (at PCC-II) 318

during the grid fault on PN-II, Prated is the rated power transfer 319

capability of VFT, and k is safety margin (>1) to take care of 320

the lagging power factor. 321

2) Overvoltage Protection: The designed SDBR should not 322

cause the overvoltage across the rotor terminals in any case 323

such as small voltage dips. The minimum value of series resis- 324

tance (RSDBR min ) that prevents the rotor overvoltage can be 325

computed from the following equation: 326

Vfault max +
Prated

3Vr rated
RSDBR min ≤ 3Vr rated (15)

where Vfault max is the grid voltage (at PCC-II) during the minor 327

voltage dip that can trigger the SDBR. For the present case of 328

SDBR with three resistances, the value of different resistors 329

can be calculated from the maximum and minimum values of 330
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SDBR resistances obtained through (14) and (15) as follows:331

R1 = RSDBR min

R2 =
1

3
[RSDBR max − RSDBR min ]

R3 =
2

3
[RSDBR max − RSDBR min ] .

(16)

B. Static AC Switch Selection332

Three SDBR resistors can be inserted into the circuit by con-333

trolling the static ac switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 , respectively.334

Three ac switches are required for switching the resistors (R1 ,335

R2 , and R3) in each phase as per Fig. 4. Therefore, a total of nine336

resistors (R1 , R2 , and R3 for each phase) and nine ac switches337

are deployed to realize the SDBR protection scheme.338

The current rating of ac switches in SDBR scheme should339

be equal to the rated VFT current as they remain closed dur-340

ing the steady-state operation. And, the voltage rating of the341

switches should be equal to the product of rated VFT current342

and corresponding resistor value. It is worthy to note that the343

switching losses are absent (as switches are always closed) dur-344

ing the steady-state operation and therefore, the switches with345

low conduction losses are preferred for this SDBR scheme.346

The ac switches can be realized using either antiparallel347

thyristors (low cost) or antiseries IGBTs (high cost). The choice348

of the switch depends on the speed requirement of resistor in-349

sertion during the fault. The antiparallel thyristor switch has a350

maximum of half cycle delay in operation as it breaks the current351

at next zero crossing while, antiseries IGBT switch can break352

the current instantaneously.353

The WRIM in the VFT system possesses large thermal time354

constant and can easily handle the current surge resulted from the355

delay in ac switch opening. Therefore, the low cost antiparallel356

thyristor switches are used as ac switches in SDBR protection357

scheme.358

V. PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRATEGY359

This section describes the overall control of VFT and SDBR.360

The dc motor drive is the only controllable device in a VFT361

system that can regulate the power flow between two power362

networks. However, as highlighted in the previous section SDBR363

is an additional controllable device for the restriction of fault364

propagation. A comprehensive hierarchical strategy, with all the365

necessary controls, is proposed in three operational stages.366

When the stator is directly connected to PN-I and circuit367

breaker CB2 is open, the dc motor drive is to be controlled368

to achieve the frequency matching (fr = fm ) and phase angle369

matching (θr = θm ). This part of control is realized in first two370

stages (Stage-I and Stage-II) of the proposed hierarchical con-371

trol. Once the connection is established between both the power372

networks through VFT, the power transfer control is carried out373

in Stage-III.374

The control block diagram depicting these three stages of375

the proposed hierarchical control is shown in Fig. 5. A four-376

quadrant armature voltage control method is employed for dc377

drive in the proposed hierarchical control. The changeover from378

Fig. 5. Proposed hierarchical control strategy for synchronization and power
transfer control in VFT.

Fig. 6. Flow chart for hierarchical control strategy and SDBR control.

one stage to another is realized using the states S1 , S2 , and S3 379

as illustrated in Fig. 5 with the predefined hierarchy depicted in 380

Fig. 6. The control of SDBR protection scheme is also incor- 381

porated in the flow chart of Fig. 6. The objective and control 382

of VFT in each stage of hierarchical control is discussed in the 383

following subsections. 384

A. Stage-I: Frequency Matching 385

Initially when the stator of WRIM is connected to PN-I, the 386

rotor is stationary and CB2 is open, the command S1 = 1 is 387

issued to start the frequency matching stage. At this condition 388

the frequency of rotor voltage fr has to be changed from fr = 389

fs to fr = fm . To achieve this desired frequency change, the 390

equivalent rotor speed at which the rotor of VFT should be 391
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driven by dc motor drive is392

N ∗
r =

120 (fs − fm )

p
. (17)

The reference (N ∗
r ) and actual (Nr ) speeds are compared,393

and the error, ea , is processed through the PI controller to gen-394

erate the necessary armature voltage (V ∗
A,1) for the armature395

controlled dc motor drive (shown in Stage-I of Fig. 5). Once,396

the mean of absolute speed error (ea ) goes below 1 r/min, S1397

becomes low and S2 becomes high as shown in the flow chart398

given in Fig. 6. Thereafter, high state of S2 enables the next399

stage of hierarchical control.400

B. Stage-II: Phase Angle Matching401

Subsequent to the frequency matching, the next objective is402

to achieve the phase angle matching between vr,abc and vm,abc403

(i.e., θr = θm ). Applying abc–dq transformation on the mea-404

sured rotor voltages (vr,abc) using the phase angle (θm ) of PN-II405

voltage (vm,abc), obtained from the phase locked loop (PLL),406

gives the direct (vr,d ) and quadrature (vr,q ) components of rotor407

voltages referred to PN-II voltage phasor. When the rotor volt-408

age phase angle (θr ) is exactly equal to θm , the computed vr,q409

becomes zero. In other words, by making vr,q = 0, the phase410

angles can be matched (θr and θm ). To achieve this, a PI con-411

troller is used over the vr,q for generating the necessary armature412

voltage (V ∗
A,2) to change the rotor position (shown in Stage-II413

of Fig. 5). As soon as the mean of the absolute phase angle error414

(eb or vr,q ) goes below certain margin (say 1%), S2 goes low415

indicating the completion of Stage-II (shown in Fig. 6).416

After frequency and phase angle matching are completed,417

the CB2 closes to establish the connection between both the418

networks through VFT. Subsequently, S3 goes high to enable419

the power transfer controller.420

C. Stage-III: Power Transfer Control421

Actual power transfer (PVFT ) from PN-I to PN-II is measured422

on the stator side of VFT and compared with the reference423

power (P ∗
VFT ). The error is passed through the PI controller424

to generate the necessary armature voltage (V ∗
A,3) and thus to425

control the torque developed by the dc motor drive (Tdc). The426

torque produced by dc motor drive dynamically adjusts the angle427

ε to achieve the desired load angle δ that makes P ∗
VFT = PVFT428

as per (7).429

The reference armature voltage (V ∗
A ) for the dc motor drive430

is expressed as follows:431

V ∗
A = V ∗

A,1 + V ∗
A,2 + V ∗

A,3 . (18)

During the power transfer control, any change in the networks432

frequencies forces the rotor to adjust its speed according to (17).433

D. SDBR-Based Fault Ride-Through Control434

The SDBR control and fault detection is integrated in the hier-435

archical control strategy as shown in Fig. 6. When the grid fault436

occurs, the power transfer control should saturate at its prefault437

value to avoid rotor acceleration in response to fault conditions.438

This is achieved by forcing S3 = 0 to keep the corresponding439

PI controller output at its prefault value. Whereas, the command 440

S1 = 1 (frequency matching loop) is reissued during the fault 441

to damp out the rotor oscillations by controlling the torque of 442

the dc motor drive. Simultaneously, there is a need to insert a 443

suitable combination of resistors in SDBR that prevent the fault 444

propagation from the faulted network to the healthy network. 445

This is obtained using a two-dimensional (2 D) lookup table 446

based on VFT current and fault voltage magnitudes. The out- 447

put of lookup table is status of switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 448

that inserts a appropriate combination of R1 , R2 , and R3 . The 449

switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 of each phase are simultaneously 450

controlled for balanced faults while they are controlled inde- 451

pendently for each phase during the unbalance faults. After the 452

fault is cleared, the power transfer controller is reactivated to 453

maintain the power transfer control by giving the control sig- 454

nals S1 = S2 = 0, S3 = 1. The coordination between the three 455

stages of the proposed hierarchical control and the proposed 456

SDBR control is shown in Fig. 6. 457

VI. REAL-TIME HARDWARE IN-LOOP VALIDATION 458

The proposed hierarchical control strategy and SDBR scheme 459

for VFT are verified using a real-time HIL implementation. The 460

control algorithm is implemented in the digital signal processor 461

(DSP) board, DS1103 from dSPACE at a step size of 50 µs. The 462

plant (VFT test system and SDBR scheme) is emulated using 463

the OPAL-RT real-time simulator. The communication between 464

the controller and the plant is carried out through ADC and DAC 465

ports of DS1103 and OPAL-RT. 466

Due to high torque requirement by the VFT system during 467

low speed operations, a geared dc motor with a mechanical gear 468

of ratio 1:10 is used instead of conventional dc motor. The use 469

of geared dc motors can significantly reduce the size of the 470

dc motor during the actual applications of VFT. The system 471

specifications and the machine parameters of VFT test system 472

are given in Table I. 473

A. Steady-State Performance 474

The performance of VFT system during the three stages of 475

proposed hierarchical control is shown in Figs. 7–9. All the re- 476

sults are given in per unit values with 1 div = 1 p.u. The dc 477

motor drive power Pdc and speed Nr are represented on the 478

basis of 100 W and 60 r/min for a better visualization of their 479

dynamics. The PN-I operates at 400 V/50 Hz while the PN-II Q2480

operates at 392 V/49 Hz. The effectiveness of each stage of hier- 481

archical control and the transition from one stage to another can 482

be seen from Fig. 7. When VFT is stationary the frequency fr 483

of the induced rotor voltage (vr,a ) is 50 Hz while the frequency 484

fm of PN-II voltage (vm,a ) is 49 Hz. As highlighted in Section 485

II, to close the circuit breaker CB2, synchronization should be 486

established between the vr,a and vm,a . Therefore in Stage-I, 487

with the frequency matching command S1 = 1, the rotor speed 488

Nr is controlled to change fr such that fr = fm . By the end 489

of Stage-I (just before t1), the frequency of vr,a is achieved 490

equal to 49 Hz by regulating the VFT rotor speed at 0.5 p.u. 491

(30 r/min) as per (17). Subsequent to successful completion of 492

Stage-I at t1 , the status of commands S1 and S2 automatically 493
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TABLE I
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

WRIM specifications and parameters

Power network-1 400 V, 50 Hz

Power network-1 series inductance 0.03 p.u.

Power network-II 392 V, 49 Hz

Power network-1I series inductance 0.052 p.u.

WRIM specifications and parameters

Rated apparent power 4150 VA

Rated active power 3500 W

Rated voltage and frequency 400 V, 50 Hz

Number of poles 4

Stator to rotor turns ratio 400/400

Stator resistance 0.01965 p.u.

Stator inductance 0.0397 p.u.

Rotor resistance referred to stator 0.01965 p.u.

Rotor inductance referred to stator 0.0397 p.u.

Magnetizing (mutual) inductance 1.354 p.u.

Inertia constant 0.09526 s

DC motor drive specifications

Rated output power 500 W

Rated armature voltage 500 V

Rated field voltage 300 V

Number of poles 4

Mechanical gear ratio 1/10

Electrical connection of dc drive To power network-I

Fig. 7. Different stages in the proposed hierarchical control.

changes to S1 = 0 and S2 = 1 (Zoom1). In Stage-II, the phase494

angle matching of vr,a and vm,a is performed. To match the495

phase angles of both the voltages by changing the instantaneous496

rotor position of VFT, the speed of dc motor drive temporarily497

deviates from its reference speed. This operation can be seen498

from the temporary variations in Nr and the power handled by499

the dc drive (Pdc). The successful matching of frequencies and500

phase angles of vr,a and vm,a can be observed from Zoom2501

(just before time t2). Stage-II ends at t2 where the status of502

commands S2 and S3 are changed to S2 = 0 and S1 = 1 and503

Fig. 8. Power control using the hierarchical control (dynamic performance).

the circuit breaker CB2 is closed to initiate the power transfer 504

stage (Stage-III). 505

The performance of VFT during Stage-III is depicted in 506

Figs. 8 and 9. According to power flow directions considered in 507

Fig. 1, the positive value of P ∗
VFT represents the power trans- 508

ferred from PN-I (stator side) to PN-II (rotor side) and negative 509

quantity represents the reverse power flow. 510

The dynamic response of VFT during sudden changes in 511

power transfer command (P ∗
VFT ) is shown in Fig. 8. Initially, 512

P ∗
VFT is set equal to zero, and at t3 , it is changed from 0 to 513

0.85 p.u. It can be noticed that Ps and Pr reach the steady state 514

(Ps = P ∗
VFT ) within 3 s. Further to check the response of VFT 515

during power reversal, P ∗
VFT is changed from 0.85 to −0.85 516

p.u. at t4 . It can be observed that VFT reaches the new steady 517

state within 3 s in this case as well. Note that, due to the active 518

power loss in VFT there is a small difference between Ps and 519

Pr during the steady state. The active power supplied/absorbed 520

by the dc drive is governed by the direction of power transfer 521

and it is observed around 0.5–0.7 p.u. (around 0.012–0.015 p.u. 522

on VFT power base). 523

The expanded view of steady-state results for P ∗
VFT equal to 524

0.85 and –0.85 p.u. is shown in Fig. 9 in Zoom1 and Zoom2, 525

respectively. In Zoom1, it can be noticed that the stator current 526

is,a is nearly in-phase with stator voltage vs,a as the power 527

is being transferred from PN-I to PN-II. Whereas in case of 528

reverse power flow (Zoom2), is,a is noticed to be almost out-of- 529

phase with vs,a . The change in QS and Qr with the change in 530

P ∗
VFT (in Figs. 8 and 9) represents their uncontrolled nature as 531

discussed in Section III-B. Due to this, the stator current (is,a ) 532

magnitudes are different for the same amount of active power 533

flow in both directions. Note that the difference between QS 534

and Qr is almost constant as per (13) and is equal to the reactive 535

power absorbed/required by VFT (Qm ). 536
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Fig. 9. Power control using the hierarchical control (steady-state
performance).

Fig. 10. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-II (rotor side) with-
out SDBR protection scheme.

B. Fault Ride-Through Performance537

The behavior of VFT without any additional FRT mechanism,538

during the three-phase grid fault at PN-II is shown in Fig. 10.539

The important variables that depict the fault propagation prob-540

lem with VFT are shown in Fig. 10. These variables include:541

PN-I voltage at PCC-I (vs,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), the542

PN-II voltage at PCC-II (vm,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), the rotor543

voltage (vr,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), current drawn from PN-I544

(is,abc : 1 div = 5 p.u.), and the rotor speed (Nr : 1 div = 5545

Fig. 11. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-I (stator side) with-
out SDBR protection scheme.

p.u.). Prior to the grid fault, the system is under steady state 546

with a power transfer of 0.85 p.u. from PN-I to PN-II. A sig- 547

nificant voltage dip in both PCC-II (vm,abc) and rotor (vr,abc) 548

voltages and sudden rise in stator current (is,abc) can be noticed 549

during the grid fault condition. The rise in stator current signi- 550

fies that the fault in the rotor side (PN-II) is propagated to the 551

stator side (PN-I). The fault current in PN-I reaches 5 p.u. which 552

may cause threat to PN-I security and reliability. Moreover, the 553

large oscillations introduced in the rotor speed (Nr ) during the 554

grid fault causes the sustained mechanical vibrations that may 555

destroy the WRIM and dc motor bearings. 556

The fault propagation from the stator side to rotor side during 557

a grid fault on stator side (PN-I) is depicted in Fig. 11. It can be 558

noticed that the rotor current rises 5 p.u. during the fault without 559

SDBR protection. This signifies the fault propagation from PN-I 560

to PN-II. 561

To avoid such high fault currents and mechanical stress due to 562

fault propagation, the SDBR protection scheme shown in Fig. 4 563

is designed (explained in Section III). The set of specifications 564

considered during the SDBR design are: Vfault min = 0.1 pu, 565

Vfault max = 0.9 pu, Prated = 0.85 p.u, k = 1.1 and Vr min = 566

0.9 pu. The values for RSDBR max and RSDBR min calculated 567

using (14) and (15) are 4 Ω and 40 Ω, respectively. From (16), the 568

SDBR resistance values computed are R1 = 4 Ω, R2 = 12 Ω, 569

and R3 = 24 Ω respectively. 570

The performance of VFT with the proposed SDBR scheme 571

during three-phase to ground fault on PN-II is shown in Fig. 12. 572

Due to the activation of SDBR scheme during the three-phase 573

fault, the rotor voltage (vr,abc) is restored to the nominal level 574

and the stator current (is,abc) is restricted to the maximum rated 575

current. As the activation of SDBR does not allow the stator 576

current to reach high value, it prevents the fault propagation 577

through VFT. The oscillations in the speed are also reduced with 578
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Fig. 12. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-II (rotor side) with
the SDBR protection scheme.

Fig. 13. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-I (stator side) with
the SDBR protection scheme.

the SDBR and are damped out due to the presence of mechanical579

inertia and opposing torque produced by the dc motor drive.580

The performance of VFT with the proposed SDBR protec-581

tion scheme during the three-phase to ground fault on the stator582

side (PN-I) is depicted in Fig. 13. It can be observed that the583

grid fault on the stator side causes a sudden dip in stator volt-584

age, vs,abc . During this condition, the insertion of SDBR se-585

ries resistance on the rotor side brings down the vr,abc without586

affecting vm,abc . This restricts the flow of fault current through587

VFT to a nominal level as noticed from ir,abc . Note that the rise 588

in ir,abc immediately after the fault clearance is mainly due to 589

the sudden change in stator flux caused by the abrupt recovery 590

of stator voltage. 591

The satisfactory performance during the steady-state, dy- 592

namic, and grid fault conditions proves that VFT with proposed 593

SDBR scheme and hierarchical control strategy is a potential 594

contender for the application of controlled power transfer be- 595

tween two asynchronous power networks. 596

VII. CONCLUSION 597

This paper presents a new hierarchical control strategy to 598

control the VFT during normal and FRT operating conditions. 599

This paper further investigates the possible fault propagation 600

issue through VFT from one network to another. The SDBR- 601

based FRT scheme has been proposed for VFT to mitigate the 602

fault propagation. The detailed working principles of the VFT, 603

all the stages of hierarchical control and FRT operation are 604

verified using the real-time HIL system. 605

The detailed results under three stages of the proposed hierar- 606

chical control (frequency matching, phase angle matching, and 607

power transfer control) during steady-state and dynamic con- 608

ditions prove its comprehensiveness. The satisfactory results in 609

limiting the fault propagation through VFT during the grid faults 610

validate the effectiveness of SDBR protection scheme. In sum- 611

mary, along with the power transfer control function of VFT, 612

added capability to limit the fault propagation and inherent nat- 613

ural damping capability will make VFT an ideal solution for the 614

interconnection of micro grids in the future power systems. 615
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A Hierarchical Control Strategy With Fault

Ride-Through Capability for Variable

Frequency Transformer

1

2

3
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Mohamed Shawky El-Moursi, Member, IEEE, and James L. Kirtley Jr., Fellow, IEEE

4

5

Abstract—A variable frequency transformer (VFT) is being con-6

sidered as a new alternative to the classical back-to-back high volt-7

age direct current (HVDC) system for interconnection of two asyn-8

chronous networks. The VFT is a retrospective form of frequency9

converter using the wound rotor induction machine (WRIM),10

which converts the constant frequency input into a variable fre-11

quency output. The prime objective of VFT is to achieve controlled12

bidirectional power transfer between the two asynchronous net-13

works. This paper presents a detailed working principle of VFT14

technology and proposes a new hierarchical control strategy for es-15

tablishing the VFT connection with two power systems to achieve16

bidirectional power transfer between them. Also, to restrict the grid17

fault propagation from one side of the VFT to the other side, a series18

dynamic braking resistor based fault ride-through (FRT) scheme19

is proposed. The performance of the VFT during synchroniza-20

tion process, steady-state, dynamic, and the grid fault conditions is21

evaluated using the real-time hardware in-loop (HIL) system. The22

plant is simulated in real time using OPAL-RT real-time simulator
Q1

23

while the control algorithm is implemented in digital signal pro-24

cessor to carry out HIL study. All the important results supporting25

the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy and FRT scheme26

are discussed.27

Index Terms—Fault propagation, hierarchical control, power28

flow control, rotating transformer, series dynamic breaking resis-29

tor (SDBR), variable frequency transformer (VFT).30

I. INTRODUCTION31

I
N GENERAL, the interconnection of two different power32

networks with controlled power transfer capability can be33

achieved by a synchronous tie using a phase-shifting trans-34

former or by an asynchronous tie using classical back-to-back35

high voltage direct current (HVDC) link. In the modern power36

systems, establishing a synchronous tie between two power net-37

works would be a challenging task especially when one or both38

the networks experience a slight variation in their frequencies39

[1]. Moreover, the use of phase-shifting transformers in syn-40

chronous ties suffers from the drawbacks such as slow and41
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step-wise controls [2]. This further causes wear and tear of 42

tap changer contacts. Although, the use of power electronic 43

controlled phase-shifting transformer can eliminate these draw- 44

backs, they introduce additional problems such as harmonics, 45

resonance, vulnerability to voltage surges, and reduced over- 46

loading capability due to their low thermal time constant [2], 47

[3]. On the other hand, a back-to-back HVDC link can be 48

established between any two power networks to achieve the 49

controlled power flow between them. A line commutated con- 50

verter (LCC)-based HVDC link suffers with the bottlenecks 51

such as large reactive power requirements, lower thermal time 52

constant, and lack of inertia for natural damping. Whereas, the 53

voltage source converter (VSC)-based HVDC link can con- 54

trol the reactive power unlike LCC-based HVDC link. But, 55

the inertia contribution and frequency response are still the 56

challenges for HVDC technologies. Alternatively, the use of 57

variable frequency transformer (VFT) for asynchronous in- 58

terconnection can improve the system inertia and frequency 59

control. 60

The VFT was first developed by General Electric Company 61

in 2004 to achieve the interconnection of two different power 62

networks [2]. A VFT is a controllable bidirectional power trans- 63

fer device between the two asynchronous power networks that 64

consists of wound rotor induction machine (WRIM) and a dc 65

motor drive [2]. The presence of rotating mass (of both WRIM 66

and dc motor) adds inertia to the power systems and thereby im- 67

proves the stability during system disturbances. The VFT offers 68

significant benefits over the widely installed LCC–HVDC link 69

[4]–[6], mainly, lower reactive power requirements, harmonic- 70

free power transfer, and higher system stability. 71

Basic concept and design aspects of 100 MW VFT is pre- 72

sented in [2]. The performance of VFT during steady-state, 73

dynamic, and transient conditions is evaluated using simulation 74

studies in [7]–[12]. In [13], the offshore wind park is connected 75

to the grid through VFT to reduce the power fluctuations us- 76

ing the PID damping torque controller of the dc motor drive. 77

Moreover, the use of brushless doubly fed induction machine 78

(BDFIM) with squirrel cage rotor as alternative VFT configu- 79

ration is reported in [6]. In which, the dual stator winding with 80

different pole numbers with a ratio of 1:3 is used to avoid space 81

harmonics concerns. The operating performance and mainte- 82

nance of VFT is discussed in [15] and [16]. 83

The steady-state analysis of the VFT is well established in the 84

literature [2]–[12], but the problem of fault propagation and the 85

fault ride-through (FRT) enhancement is not addressed so far. As 86

0885-8969 © 2014 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
See http://www.ieee.org/publications standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information.
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Fig. 1. VFT system configuration.

the fault propagation is a critical issue that affects power system87

reliability and security, the FRT protection schemes should be88

deployed in the VFT. In addition to that, the detailed control89

strategy for VFT is not presented in the literature.90

This paper presents a detailed hierarchical control strategy91

for the VFT to achieve the following functions: establish a con-92

nection between two power systems, power transfer control,93

and FRT operation. Furthermore, a new topology of VFT com-94

prising a series dynamic braking resistor (SDBR) is proposed95

to enhance the FRT capability. A number of states are defined96

for VFT operation to effectively connect it, operate it in steady97

state, and protect it during the grid faults. The proposed control98

strategy and VFT configuration are validated using real-time99

hardware in-loop (HIL) simulation. The plant is simulated in100

real time using OPAL-RT real-time simulator while the control101

algorithm is implemented in dSPACE-1103 to carry out HIL102

study.103

II. VARIABLE FREQUENCY TRANSFORMER104

Fig. 1 shows the VFT system configuration that consists of105

a WRIM mechanically coupled with a dc motor drive. The106

three-phase stator and rotor windings of WRIM are connected107

to two asynchronous power networks namely power network-I108

(PN-I) and power network-II (PN-II) as illustrated in Fig. 1. The109

frequencies and/or phase angles of both PN-I (fs and θs) and110

PN-II (fm and θm ) could be different in actual application.111

To connect the stationary VFT to the PN-I and PN-II simul-112

taneously, the frequencies (fs and fm ) and phase angles (θs and113

θm ) should be identical. It is difficult to achieve this condition in114

practical system. Therefore, the following approach is deployed115

with the VFT to make this asynchronous interconnection.116

1) Connect the PN-I directly to the stator side of the VFT117

(by closing CB1) while keeping the rotor stationary and118

circuit breaker CB2 open.119

2) Measure the frequency fr and phase angle θr of the volt-120

age induced in the rotor windings (vr,abc) at the termi-121

nals of CB2 (when the rotor is stationary, fr = fs and122

θr = θs).123

3) Measure the frequency fm and phase angle θm of PN-II124

voltage (vm,abc) available on the other side of CB2.125

4) Control the rotor speed to change fr by using the dc motor126

drive to achieve fr = fm .127

5) Adjust the rotor position (θr ) using the dc motor drive to128

make θr = θm .129

Fig. 2. Stator and rotor fluxes and voltages in VFT.

6) The synchronization between voltages vr,abc and vm,abc is 130

achieved by steps 4 and 5, then the CB2 can be closed 131

to establish the interconnection between both networks 132

through VFT. 133

Here onwards, the points 4 and 5 are referred as frequency 134

matching and phase angle matching, respectively. A control 135

algorithm required to control the dc motor drive in VFT is 136

developed in Section V. 137

III. VFT CONCEPT AND POWER FLOW 138

Based on the existing literature, the working principle and 139

the active and reactive power flow through the VFT have not 140

been discussed in detail. In addition to that, FRT operation and 141

protection strategy have not been addressed. Hence, the detailed 142

VFT model is developed to study all the operational aspects for 143

steady-state, dynamic, and transient conditions. 144

A. Active Power Transfer and Control 145

The synchronization procedure described in the previous sec- 146

tion is used to connect both power networks in Fig. 1. Conse- 147

quently, both the stator and rotor fluxes will be in synchronism 148

irrespective of the rotor speed with a specific phase angle dif- 149

ference represented as load angle (δ). The controllability of this 150

load angle δ and its effect on active power transfer between both 151

networks is analyzed in this subsection. 152

The stator and rotor voltage vectors and the respective flux 153

vectors referred to stator are shown in Fig. 2. The instantaneous 154

stator flux (ψs), air-gap flux (ψm ) and rotor flux (ψr) vectors 155

in the stationary reference frame can be expressed as 156

ψs = Ls is + Lm

(

ire
jε

)

(1)

ψm = Lm

(

is +
(

ire
jε

))

(2)

ψr = Lr ir + Lm

(

ise
−jε

)

(3)

where Ls , Lr , and Lm represent the equivalent stator, rotor, 157

and mutual inductances referred to stator side; is and ir are the 158

stator and rotor currents, respectively. ε is the angular displace- 159

ment between the stator and rotor fluxes and ωr is the angular 160

(mechanical) speed of the rotor. 161

From Fig. 2 and (1)–(3), the expression for the electromag- 162

netic torque (Te ) can be obtained as [14] 163

Te =
2

3

p

2

Lm

LsLr
Im [ψsψ

∗
r ] =

2

3

p

2

Lm

LsLr
|ψs | |ψ

∗
r | sin δ. (4)
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The aforementioned relationship shows that the electromag-164

netic torque developed is a cross product of stator and rotor165

fluxes, i.e., the product of magnitudes of ψs , ψr , and the sine166

of the angle δ between both the fluxes. On the other hand, gen-167

eral expression for the developed electromagnetic torque in any168

reference frame (d–q or ∝–β) can be written as169

Te = kψm iq (5)

where k is the torque constant, and iq is component of current170

vector in quadrature with ψm . Here, the quadrature component171

of current refers to stator/rotor current as the angle between ψm172

and ψs or ψm and ψr is very small.173

From the basic integral relation between the flux and volt-174

age, a current that is in quadrature with the flux is in-phase or175

out-of-phase with the voltage and hence responsible for active176

power flow. In general, the VFT is connected between the two177

power systems whose voltages are fairly constant and hence the178

magnitudes of ψs , ψr , and ψm can be treated as constants.179

Therefore, from (4) and (5) it can be deduced that the torque180

developed/imposed on the rotor is proportional to ′Sin δ′ and ac-181

tive component of stator/rotor current. If the displacement angle182

ε in Fig. 2 is changed by applying external torque through the183

dc motor drive, the angle δ and hence electromagnetic torque184

developed in the WRIM will change according to (4). Conse-185

quently, it changes the active current (iq ) as per (5). It can be186

observed that the active current variation is in proportion to δ187

(as the δ is very small, Sin δ ≈ δ), which is analogous to a series188

inductor behavior. The generalized active power flow through189

the series inductor is expressed by190

P =
VsVr

Xs
sin δ. (6)

Therefore, for the case of VFT, considering a stator to rotor191

turns ratio of 1:1, and neglecting the losses in the system, the192

active power transfer (PVFT ) in terms of the stator and rotor193

voltages, from Fig. 2, can be written as194

PVFT =
VsVr

Xs
sin (θs − (θr + ε)) (7)

where Vs and θs are the rms stator voltage and its phase angle,195

respectively; Vr and θr are the rms rotor voltage and its phase196

angle, respectively; and Xs is the series equivalent inductive197

reactance offered by the VFT. The term ε in (7) is the time198

integral of ωr to be controlled by the dc motor drive.199

By neglecting the leakage reactance and magnetizing current200

(i.e., power factors close to unity) of the VFT [2], the mechanical201

power handled by the dc motor drive can be expressed as202

Pdc = Ps − Pr = VsIs − VrIr (8)

where Is and Ir are the rms values of the active component of sta-203

tor and rotor currents, respectively. Considering volt/hertz/turn204

and MMF balance between the stator and rotor windings of the205

VFT, the above expression can be rewritten as [2]206

Pdc = VsIs −

(

Vs

Nsfs
Nrfr

)(

IsNs

Nr

)

= VsIs

(

1 −
fr

fs

)

(9)

Fig. 3. Reactive power flow concept in the VFT. (a) νs > νr (b) νs < νr

where Ns and Nr are the number of turns in the stator and 207

rotor windings of VFT, respectively. From (9), it is clear that the 208

power absorbed by the dc motor drive is a function of frequency 209

difference between both the power networks and the power 210

being transferred through the VFT. Also, from (9), the torque 211

expression for the dc motor can be written as 212

Tdc =
Pdc

ωr
=

VS IS

(

1 − fr

fs

)

2π
120 (fs − fr ) /p

60

=
p

2

VS IS

2πfs
(10)

where p is number of poles in the WRIM. From (10), it can 213

be noticed that the torque developed by the dc motor drive is 214

independent of speed of rotation. Assuming the constant stator 215

voltage in (10), it can be noticed that by changing the torque 216

applied through dc motor drive, the stator active current (IS ) 217

can be changed. This proves the correlation between torque 218

applied by dc motor drive and active current transferred through 219

VFT according to (5). A simple armature voltage controlled 220

four quadrant dc drive can be employed to regulate the torque 221

produced by the dc motor and thereby active power transfer. 222

B. Reactive Power Transfer 223

Stator and rotor reactive currents (isd and ird ) of VFT may 224

consists of two components: 1) the magnetizing current required 225

for VFT operation (im ); and 2) the reactive current transferred 226

between the two networks. The amount of reactive current sup- 227

plied/absorbed by each network is dependent on the voltage 228

magnitudes at the stator (PCC-I) and rotor (PCC-II) terminals. 229

Regardless of slight difference in grid voltages on both sides, 230

the VFT maintains the volt/hertz/turn balance between induced 231

stator (v′
s) and rotor (v′

r ) voltages by circulating the appropriate 232

amount of reactive current between both the networks. 233

Two different cases are demonstrated to show the reactive 234

power flow dependency on the voltage magnitudes on both sides 235

of VFT as illustrated in Fig. 3. The stator and rotor resistances 236

are neglected and it is assumed that the active current transferred 237

between the stator and rotor is constant (isq = −irq) through- 238

out the operation. Fig. 3(a) represents the case where the stator 239

voltage is slightly higher than the rotor voltage referred to stator 240

side ( i.e., vs > vr ). Assuming the induced stator voltage (v′
s) 241
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is constant, any increase in vs causes increase in is according242

to vs = v′
s + isxs . For the fixed active power transfer, active243

current (isq ) is constant and hence reactive current (isd ) has to244

increase in order to accommodate the change in is . In Fig. 3(a),245

the stator voltage magnitude is considered such that whole mag-246

netizing current (im ) required for VFT operation comes from the247

stator (i.e., im = isd and ird = 0). Thus, further increase in the248

stator voltage magnitude leads to isd higher than im , that makes249

ird = −(isd − im ) which is the net reactive current transferred250

from PN-I to PN-II through VFT. Accordingly, any reduction251

in stator voltage magnitude drives the stator and rotor sides to252

supply the required magnetizing current im for VFT operation.253

The vector diagram corresponding to the case where full mag-254

netizing current is drawn from the rotor side due to higher rotor255

voltage is shown in Fig. 3(b). Similar to the aforementioned256

case, any further increase in the rotor voltage in Fig. 3(b) leads257

to reactive power flow from PN-II to PN-I.258

It is obvious that the reactive power flow into/through VFT259

is uncontrolled and is mostly dependent on the terminal volt-260

age magnitudes of vs and vr . The VFT requires a fixed amount261

of reactive power to meet the constant magnetization demand262

regardless of the amount and/or direction of active power trans-263

fer. The stator and rotor currents through VFT can be obtained264

from the steady-state equivalent circuit for particular voltage265

conditions and reactive powers can be computed as266

Qs = |νs | |isd | = Im [νsi
∗
s ] (11)

Qr = |νr | |ird | = Im [νr i
∗
r ] . (12)

For the power flow directions shown in Fig. 1, the reactive267

power absorbed by VFT (Qm ) at any operating condition is the268

difference between stator and rotor reactive powers, i.e.,269

Qm = Qs − Qr . (13)

IV. SDBR PROTECTION SCHEME FOR VFT270

As discussed in the previous section, during the steady-state271

operation, VFT is analogous to a series inductor. Therefore, dur-272

ing a voltage dip resulted from the grid fault in one of the power273

networks, the other network is forced to supply a large fault cur-274

rents. This indicates the propagation of a fault from the faulted275

network to the healthy power network through VFT. This fault276

propagation phenomenon associated with VFT has not been dis-277

cussed in the literature. To demonstrate the problems associated278

with the fault propagation, a fault condition is considered at279

PN-II as shown in Fig. 1. This grid fault (or voltage dip) has the280

following consequences unless appropriate protective measures281

are taken:282

1) large fault currents from the stator side;283

2) temporary disconnection of VFT due to CB1 opening;284

3) oscillations/instability in PN-I due to system dynamics;285

4) slow post fault recovery due to VFT disconnection;286

5) possible requirement of VFT resynchronization;287

6) damage to VFT windings in the event of protection failure.288

This paper introduces an appropriate FRT scheme within the289

VFT system using SDBR to overcome the issue of fault prop-290

agation as shown in Fig. 4. The SDBR protection scheme is291

Fig. 4. Single line diagram of SDBR protection scheme for VFT.

identified as simple and economic solution for enhancing the 292

FRT capability and transient performance of VFT in response 293

to symmetrical and asymmetrical grid faults. It can be noted 294

that, four different combinations of power flow direction (PN-I 295

to PN-II or PN-II to PN-I) and the grid fault (in PN-I or PN-II) 296

are possible in the VFT. The SDBR scheme that can prevent 297

the fault propagation in all four possible cases can be designed 298

using a simple approach by considering a power flow from PN-I 299

to PN-II and the grid fault in PN-II as described in the following. 300

A. Series Resistance Selection 301

According to the design criteria, the SDBR should limit the 302

fault current by acting as a voltage booster against the voltage 303

in PN-II at the rotor terminals and protect the healthy network 304

(PN-I) connected to the stator terminal. To be able to work with 305

various levels of grid faults (based on magnitudes of voltage 306

dip), the SDBR should have different combination of resistors. 307

The SDBR with n resistors can realize (2n − 1) combinations 308

of resistances. The maximum and minimum possible resistance 309

values of SDBR should be selected based on the following two 310

scenarios. 311

1) Voltage Dip Operation: During the most severe grid fault, 312

the voltage appears on the rotor terminals should be higher than 313

the minimum allowable rotor voltage (Vr min ). The maximum 314

value of series resistance (RSDBR max = R1 + R2 + . . . + Rn ) 315

required to achieve this during the worst case voltage dip can be 316

calculated using the following: 317

Vfault min +
Prated

3Vr min
RSDBR max ≥ kVr min (14)

where Vfault min is the lowest possible grid voltage (at PCC-II) 318

during the grid fault on PN-II, Prated is the rated power transfer 319

capability of VFT, and k is safety margin (>1) to take care of 320

the lagging power factor. 321

2) Overvoltage Protection: The designed SDBR should not 322

cause the overvoltage across the rotor terminals in any case 323

such as small voltage dips. The minimum value of series resis- 324

tance (RSDBR min ) that prevents the rotor overvoltage can be 325

computed from the following equation: 326

Vfault max +
Prated

3Vr rated
RSDBR min ≤ 3Vr rated (15)

where Vfault max is the grid voltage (at PCC-II) during the minor 327

voltage dip that can trigger the SDBR. For the present case of 328

SDBR with three resistances, the value of different resistors 329

can be calculated from the maximum and minimum values of 330
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SDBR resistances obtained through (14) and (15) as follows:331

R1 = RSDBR min

R2 =
1

3
[RSDBR max − RSDBR min ]

R3 =
2

3
[RSDBR max − RSDBR min ] .

(16)

B. Static AC Switch Selection332

Three SDBR resistors can be inserted into the circuit by con-333

trolling the static ac switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 , respectively.334

Three ac switches are required for switching the resistors (R1 ,335

R2 , and R3) in each phase as per Fig. 4. Therefore, a total of nine336

resistors (R1 , R2 , and R3 for each phase) and nine ac switches337

are deployed to realize the SDBR protection scheme.338

The current rating of ac switches in SDBR scheme should339

be equal to the rated VFT current as they remain closed dur-340

ing the steady-state operation. And, the voltage rating of the341

switches should be equal to the product of rated VFT current342

and corresponding resistor value. It is worthy to note that the343

switching losses are absent (as switches are always closed) dur-344

ing the steady-state operation and therefore, the switches with345

low conduction losses are preferred for this SDBR scheme.346

The ac switches can be realized using either antiparallel347

thyristors (low cost) or antiseries IGBTs (high cost). The choice348

of the switch depends on the speed requirement of resistor in-349

sertion during the fault. The antiparallel thyristor switch has a350

maximum of half cycle delay in operation as it breaks the current351

at next zero crossing while, antiseries IGBT switch can break352

the current instantaneously.353

The WRIM in the VFT system possesses large thermal time354

constant and can easily handle the current surge resulted from the355

delay in ac switch opening. Therefore, the low cost antiparallel356

thyristor switches are used as ac switches in SDBR protection357

scheme.358

V. PROPOSED HIERARCHICAL CONTROL STRATEGY359

This section describes the overall control of VFT and SDBR.360

The dc motor drive is the only controllable device in a VFT361

system that can regulate the power flow between two power362

networks. However, as highlighted in the previous section SDBR363

is an additional controllable device for the restriction of fault364

propagation. A comprehensive hierarchical strategy, with all the365

necessary controls, is proposed in three operational stages.366

When the stator is directly connected to PN-I and circuit367

breaker CB2 is open, the dc motor drive is to be controlled368

to achieve the frequency matching (fr = fm ) and phase angle369

matching (θr = θm ). This part of control is realized in first two370

stages (Stage-I and Stage-II) of the proposed hierarchical con-371

trol. Once the connection is established between both the power372

networks through VFT, the power transfer control is carried out373

in Stage-III.374

The control block diagram depicting these three stages of375

the proposed hierarchical control is shown in Fig. 5. A four-376

quadrant armature voltage control method is employed for dc377

drive in the proposed hierarchical control. The changeover from378

Fig. 5. Proposed hierarchical control strategy for synchronization and power
transfer control in VFT.

Fig. 6. Flow chart for hierarchical control strategy and SDBR control.

one stage to another is realized using the states S1 , S2 , and S3 379

as illustrated in Fig. 5 with the predefined hierarchy depicted in 380

Fig. 6. The control of SDBR protection scheme is also incor- 381

porated in the flow chart of Fig. 6. The objective and control 382

of VFT in each stage of hierarchical control is discussed in the 383

following subsections. 384

A. Stage-I: Frequency Matching 385

Initially when the stator of WRIM is connected to PN-I, the 386

rotor is stationary and CB2 is open, the command S1 = 1 is 387

issued to start the frequency matching stage. At this condition 388

the frequency of rotor voltage fr has to be changed from fr = 389

fs to fr = fm . To achieve this desired frequency change, the 390

equivalent rotor speed at which the rotor of VFT should be 391
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driven by dc motor drive is392

N ∗
r =

120 (fs − fm )

p
. (17)

The reference (N ∗
r ) and actual (Nr ) speeds are compared,393

and the error, ea , is processed through the PI controller to gen-394

erate the necessary armature voltage (V ∗
A,1) for the armature395

controlled dc motor drive (shown in Stage-I of Fig. 5). Once,396

the mean of absolute speed error (ea ) goes below 1 r/min, S1397

becomes low and S2 becomes high as shown in the flow chart398

given in Fig. 6. Thereafter, high state of S2 enables the next399

stage of hierarchical control.400

B. Stage-II: Phase Angle Matching401

Subsequent to the frequency matching, the next objective is402

to achieve the phase angle matching between vr,abc and vm,abc403

(i.e., θr = θm ). Applying abc–dq transformation on the mea-404

sured rotor voltages (vr,abc) using the phase angle (θm ) of PN-II405

voltage (vm,abc), obtained from the phase locked loop (PLL),406

gives the direct (vr,d ) and quadrature (vr,q ) components of rotor407

voltages referred to PN-II voltage phasor. When the rotor volt-408

age phase angle (θr ) is exactly equal to θm , the computed vr,q409

becomes zero. In other words, by making vr,q = 0, the phase410

angles can be matched (θr and θm ). To achieve this, a PI con-411

troller is used over the vr,q for generating the necessary armature412

voltage (V ∗
A,2) to change the rotor position (shown in Stage-II413

of Fig. 5). As soon as the mean of the absolute phase angle error414

(eb or vr,q ) goes below certain margin (say 1%), S2 goes low415

indicating the completion of Stage-II (shown in Fig. 6).416

After frequency and phase angle matching are completed,417

the CB2 closes to establish the connection between both the418

networks through VFT. Subsequently, S3 goes high to enable419

the power transfer controller.420

C. Stage-III: Power Transfer Control421

Actual power transfer (PVFT ) from PN-I to PN-II is measured422

on the stator side of VFT and compared with the reference423

power (P ∗
VFT ). The error is passed through the PI controller424

to generate the necessary armature voltage (V ∗
A,3) and thus to425

control the torque developed by the dc motor drive (Tdc). The426

torque produced by dc motor drive dynamically adjusts the angle427

ε to achieve the desired load angle δ that makes P ∗
VFT = PVFT428

as per (7).429

The reference armature voltage (V ∗
A ) for the dc motor drive430

is expressed as follows:431

V ∗
A = V ∗

A,1 + V ∗
A,2 + V ∗

A,3 . (18)

During the power transfer control, any change in the networks432

frequencies forces the rotor to adjust its speed according to (17).433

D. SDBR-Based Fault Ride-Through Control434

The SDBR control and fault detection is integrated in the hier-435

archical control strategy as shown in Fig. 6. When the grid fault436

occurs, the power transfer control should saturate at its prefault437

value to avoid rotor acceleration in response to fault conditions.438

This is achieved by forcing S3 = 0 to keep the corresponding439

PI controller output at its prefault value. Whereas, the command 440

S1 = 1 (frequency matching loop) is reissued during the fault 441

to damp out the rotor oscillations by controlling the torque of 442

the dc motor drive. Simultaneously, there is a need to insert a 443

suitable combination of resistors in SDBR that prevent the fault 444

propagation from the faulted network to the healthy network. 445

This is obtained using a two-dimensional (2 D) lookup table 446

based on VFT current and fault voltage magnitudes. The out- 447

put of lookup table is status of switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 448

that inserts a appropriate combination of R1 , R2 , and R3 . The 449

switches Sw1 , Sw2 , and Sw3 of each phase are simultaneously 450

controlled for balanced faults while they are controlled inde- 451

pendently for each phase during the unbalance faults. After the 452

fault is cleared, the power transfer controller is reactivated to 453

maintain the power transfer control by giving the control sig- 454

nals S1 = S2 = 0, S3 = 1. The coordination between the three 455

stages of the proposed hierarchical control and the proposed 456

SDBR control is shown in Fig. 6. 457

VI. REAL-TIME HARDWARE IN-LOOP VALIDATION 458

The proposed hierarchical control strategy and SDBR scheme 459

for VFT are verified using a real-time HIL implementation. The 460

control algorithm is implemented in the digital signal processor 461

(DSP) board, DS1103 from dSPACE at a step size of 50 µs. The 462

plant (VFT test system and SDBR scheme) is emulated using 463

the OPAL-RT real-time simulator. The communication between 464

the controller and the plant is carried out through ADC and DAC 465

ports of DS1103 and OPAL-RT. 466

Due to high torque requirement by the VFT system during 467

low speed operations, a geared dc motor with a mechanical gear 468

of ratio 1:10 is used instead of conventional dc motor. The use 469

of geared dc motors can significantly reduce the size of the 470

dc motor during the actual applications of VFT. The system 471

specifications and the machine parameters of VFT test system 472

are given in Table I. 473

A. Steady-State Performance 474

The performance of VFT system during the three stages of 475

proposed hierarchical control is shown in Figs. 7–9. All the re- 476

sults are given in per unit values with 1 div = 1 p.u. The dc 477

motor drive power Pdc and speed Nr are represented on the 478

basis of 100 W and 60 r/min for a better visualization of their 479

dynamics. The PN-I operates at 400 V/50 Hz while the PN-II Q2480

operates at 392 V/49 Hz. The effectiveness of each stage of hier- 481

archical control and the transition from one stage to another can 482

be seen from Fig. 7. When VFT is stationary the frequency fr 483

of the induced rotor voltage (vr,a ) is 50 Hz while the frequency 484

fm of PN-II voltage (vm,a ) is 49 Hz. As highlighted in Section 485

II, to close the circuit breaker CB2, synchronization should be 486

established between the vr,a and vm,a . Therefore in Stage-I, 487

with the frequency matching command S1 = 1, the rotor speed 488

Nr is controlled to change fr such that fr = fm . By the end 489

of Stage-I (just before t1), the frequency of vr,a is achieved 490

equal to 49 Hz by regulating the VFT rotor speed at 0.5 p.u. 491

(30 r/min) as per (17). Subsequent to successful completion of 492

Stage-I at t1 , the status of commands S1 and S2 automatically 493
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TABLE I
SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS

WRIM specifications and parameters

Power network-1 400 V, 50 Hz

Power network-1 series inductance 0.03 p.u.

Power network-II 392 V, 49 Hz

Power network-1I series inductance 0.052 p.u.

WRIM specifications and parameters

Rated apparent power 4150 VA

Rated active power 3500 W

Rated voltage and frequency 400 V, 50 Hz

Number of poles 4

Stator to rotor turns ratio 400/400

Stator resistance 0.01965 p.u.

Stator inductance 0.0397 p.u.

Rotor resistance referred to stator 0.01965 p.u.

Rotor inductance referred to stator 0.0397 p.u.

Magnetizing (mutual) inductance 1.354 p.u.

Inertia constant 0.09526 s

DC motor drive specifications

Rated output power 500 W

Rated armature voltage 500 V

Rated field voltage 300 V

Number of poles 4

Mechanical gear ratio 1/10

Electrical connection of dc drive To power network-I

Fig. 7. Different stages in the proposed hierarchical control.

changes to S1 = 0 and S2 = 1 (Zoom1). In Stage-II, the phase494

angle matching of vr,a and vm,a is performed. To match the495

phase angles of both the voltages by changing the instantaneous496

rotor position of VFT, the speed of dc motor drive temporarily497

deviates from its reference speed. This operation can be seen498

from the temporary variations in Nr and the power handled by499

the dc drive (Pdc). The successful matching of frequencies and500

phase angles of vr,a and vm,a can be observed from Zoom2501

(just before time t2). Stage-II ends at t2 where the status of502

commands S2 and S3 are changed to S2 = 0 and S1 = 1 and503

Fig. 8. Power control using the hierarchical control (dynamic performance).

the circuit breaker CB2 is closed to initiate the power transfer 504

stage (Stage-III). 505

The performance of VFT during Stage-III is depicted in 506

Figs. 8 and 9. According to power flow directions considered in 507

Fig. 1, the positive value of P ∗
VFT represents the power trans- 508

ferred from PN-I (stator side) to PN-II (rotor side) and negative 509

quantity represents the reverse power flow. 510

The dynamic response of VFT during sudden changes in 511

power transfer command (P ∗
VFT ) is shown in Fig. 8. Initially, 512

P ∗
VFT is set equal to zero, and at t3 , it is changed from 0 to 513

0.85 p.u. It can be noticed that Ps and Pr reach the steady state 514

(Ps = P ∗
VFT ) within 3 s. Further to check the response of VFT 515

during power reversal, P ∗
VFT is changed from 0.85 to −0.85 516

p.u. at t4 . It can be observed that VFT reaches the new steady 517

state within 3 s in this case as well. Note that, due to the active 518

power loss in VFT there is a small difference between Ps and 519

Pr during the steady state. The active power supplied/absorbed 520

by the dc drive is governed by the direction of power transfer 521

and it is observed around 0.5–0.7 p.u. (around 0.012–0.015 p.u. 522

on VFT power base). 523

The expanded view of steady-state results for P ∗
VFT equal to 524

0.85 and –0.85 p.u. is shown in Fig. 9 in Zoom1 and Zoom2, 525

respectively. In Zoom1, it can be noticed that the stator current 526

is,a is nearly in-phase with stator voltage vs,a as the power 527

is being transferred from PN-I to PN-II. Whereas in case of 528

reverse power flow (Zoom2), is,a is noticed to be almost out-of- 529

phase with vs,a . The change in QS and Qr with the change in 530

P ∗
VFT (in Figs. 8 and 9) represents their uncontrolled nature as 531

discussed in Section III-B. Due to this, the stator current (is,a ) 532

magnitudes are different for the same amount of active power 533

flow in both directions. Note that the difference between QS 534

and Qr is almost constant as per (13) and is equal to the reactive 535

power absorbed/required by VFT (Qm ). 536
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Fig. 9. Power control using the hierarchical control (steady-state
performance).

Fig. 10. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-II (rotor side) with-
out SDBR protection scheme.

B. Fault Ride-Through Performance537

The behavior of VFT without any additional FRT mechanism,538

during the three-phase grid fault at PN-II is shown in Fig. 10.539

The important variables that depict the fault propagation prob-540

lem with VFT are shown in Fig. 10. These variables include:541

PN-I voltage at PCC-I (vs,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), the542

PN-II voltage at PCC-II (vm,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), the rotor543

voltage (vr,abc : 1 div = 2 p.u.), current drawn from PN-I544

(is,abc : 1 div = 5 p.u.), and the rotor speed (Nr : 1 div = 5545

Fig. 11. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-I (stator side) with-
out SDBR protection scheme.

p.u.). Prior to the grid fault, the system is under steady state 546

with a power transfer of 0.85 p.u. from PN-I to PN-II. A sig- 547

nificant voltage dip in both PCC-II (vm,abc) and rotor (vr,abc) 548

voltages and sudden rise in stator current (is,abc) can be noticed 549

during the grid fault condition. The rise in stator current signi- 550

fies that the fault in the rotor side (PN-II) is propagated to the 551

stator side (PN-I). The fault current in PN-I reaches 5 p.u. which 552

may cause threat to PN-I security and reliability. Moreover, the 553

large oscillations introduced in the rotor speed (Nr ) during the 554

grid fault causes the sustained mechanical vibrations that may 555

destroy the WRIM and dc motor bearings. 556

The fault propagation from the stator side to rotor side during 557

a grid fault on stator side (PN-I) is depicted in Fig. 11. It can be 558

noticed that the rotor current rises 5 p.u. during the fault without 559

SDBR protection. This signifies the fault propagation from PN-I 560

to PN-II. 561

To avoid such high fault currents and mechanical stress due to 562

fault propagation, the SDBR protection scheme shown in Fig. 4 563

is designed (explained in Section III). The set of specifications 564

considered during the SDBR design are: Vfault min = 0.1 pu, 565

Vfault max = 0.9 pu, Prated = 0.85 p.u, k = 1.1 and Vr min = 566

0.9 pu. The values for RSDBR max and RSDBR min calculated 567

using (14) and (15) are 4 Ω and 40 Ω, respectively. From (16), the 568

SDBR resistance values computed are R1 = 4 Ω, R2 = 12 Ω, 569

and R3 = 24 Ω respectively. 570

The performance of VFT with the proposed SDBR scheme 571

during three-phase to ground fault on PN-II is shown in Fig. 12. 572

Due to the activation of SDBR scheme during the three-phase 573

fault, the rotor voltage (vr,abc) is restored to the nominal level 574

and the stator current (is,abc) is restricted to the maximum rated 575

current. As the activation of SDBR does not allow the stator 576

current to reach high value, it prevents the fault propagation 577

through VFT. The oscillations in the speed are also reduced with 578
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Fig. 12. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-II (rotor side) with
the SDBR protection scheme.

Fig. 13. VFT performance during three-phase fault in PN-I (stator side) with
the SDBR protection scheme.

the SDBR and are damped out due to the presence of mechanical579

inertia and opposing torque produced by the dc motor drive.580

The performance of VFT with the proposed SDBR protec-581

tion scheme during the three-phase to ground fault on the stator582

side (PN-I) is depicted in Fig. 13. It can be observed that the583

grid fault on the stator side causes a sudden dip in stator volt-584

age, vs,abc . During this condition, the insertion of SDBR se-585

ries resistance on the rotor side brings down the vr,abc without586

affecting vm,abc . This restricts the flow of fault current through587

VFT to a nominal level as noticed from ir,abc . Note that the rise 588

in ir,abc immediately after the fault clearance is mainly due to 589

the sudden change in stator flux caused by the abrupt recovery 590

of stator voltage. 591

The satisfactory performance during the steady-state, dy- 592

namic, and grid fault conditions proves that VFT with proposed 593

SDBR scheme and hierarchical control strategy is a potential 594

contender for the application of controlled power transfer be- 595

tween two asynchronous power networks. 596

VII. CONCLUSION 597

This paper presents a new hierarchical control strategy to 598

control the VFT during normal and FRT operating conditions. 599

This paper further investigates the possible fault propagation 600

issue through VFT from one network to another. The SDBR- 601

based FRT scheme has been proposed for VFT to mitigate the 602

fault propagation. The detailed working principles of the VFT, 603

all the stages of hierarchical control and FRT operation are 604

verified using the real-time HIL system. 605

The detailed results under three stages of the proposed hierar- 606

chical control (frequency matching, phase angle matching, and 607

power transfer control) during steady-state and dynamic con- 608

ditions prove its comprehensiveness. The satisfactory results in 609

limiting the fault propagation through VFT during the grid faults 610

validate the effectiveness of SDBR protection scheme. In sum- 611

mary, along with the power transfer control function of VFT, 612

added capability to limit the fault propagation and inherent nat- 613

ural damping capability will make VFT an ideal solution for the 614

interconnection of micro grids in the future power systems. 615
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